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Welcome to the latest issue of our Club Magazine 'in Miniature'. This being issue 15/4 it means we have reached the end of the current volume of 'IN miniature' (Vol 15-2001). This CD therefore includes all 3 issues of vol 15 that were
issued in Electronic Format. When we start vol 16 (2002) they will be distributed on CDs separate to this one, the intention to have each volume (of 4 issues) distributed on its own CD.
I would like to thank the people who have made the main contributions to this
issue - Mick Mirkovic, Ryan Hamilton and Phil Hastie who contributed material towards tha PC-9/A FAC articles, Mick Elst for taking all of the 400+
model photos that are in this issue and giving permission to use them in the
club's publication, Gary Wickham for formulating the Auto-running main menu
that starts up the CD and for sorting out the minor problems we had with the
CD not running correctly in Windows 2000/ Windows NT and my brother Neil
for contributing some Tiger Moth drawings.
This issue includes a very comprehensive set of articles on the Pilatus PC-9/A
in local service for FAC training by 76 and 77 Sqns RAAF. I was originally intending to cover all the RAAF units who flew PC-9s but so much material was
received from Mick, Ryan & Phil in response to my requests that I have held
the material on PC-9s in training service over to the next issue. The series of articles on the Spitfire Mk.VIII in RAAF service will also return next issue for
those who were looking forward to it in this issue. Also in this issue courtesy of
Mick Elst are photos of ALL the models that were at the Dec and Jan meetings
plus a special look at the models of Anthony Manzoli in recognition of his efforts and the fact that this month (Feb) may be the last time we see him for a
long while as he is moving to Bathurst (you'll be sorry - it gets Bloody Cold up
there!!).
The MiG-19 and local Twin Otter schemes that I mentioned in the last editorial will also hopefully be in the next issue (I actually got as far as drawing a
few Twin Otter schemes before Christmas ). Finally as always, all and any material that you can contribute to this publication would be appreciated, especially things such as reviews etc.
Steve Mackenzie - Editor
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Photographer
Pieter Stroethoff
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A23-022 and 032 in Dark Gray and probably A23-020 (the Light Gray) seen near Williamtown. Photo RAAF
The RAAF started replacing the 4 CAC Winjeels used as FAC (Forward
Air Control) training aircraft by 76 Sqn's FAC Flight with locally built PC9/As in 1995. The first 2 were officially handed over to replace the Winjeels
at a ceremony for the Passing-Out Flight-By by the Winjeels on 30th June.
These 2 initial machines were A23-020 in a Light Gray (FS35237 - same as
F/A-18 upper surfaces) colour overall and A23-022 which was initially in
the Orange/ White 'Fanta Can' training scheme with plain Black only outline 76 Sqn markings.
A23-022 probably operated only a short time in it's Orange/ White scheme
as it was soon painted in Dark Gray (FS36118) overall. Both aircraft
quickly adopted tail markings very similar to those being used at the time
on 76 Sqn's MB326 Macchis. These consisted of the Panther's Head and
Maltese Cross from the Sqn badge superimposed on 3 Red Stripes, all outlined by Black stripes (see photos).
According to Mick Mirkovic 2 further airframes were later added to 76
Sqn's FAC Flight (A23-021 in the Light Gray scheme and A23-032 in Dark
Gray). However Ryan Hamilton believes that 76 Sqn only had a total of 3
airframes. A study of available photos has not turned up any of A23-021 in
service with 76 Sqn but this obviously does not prove that they never operated it. We will pursue enquiry's further on this point and report later if new
info surfaces.
In 1997 control of the FAC Flight was passed from 76 to 77 Sqn at Williamtown. The major reason was that FAC work is considered an integral
part of Close Air Support (CAIRS), and 77 Sqn is responsible for developing CAIRS tactics for the F/A-18 force. Also it had probably already been
decided that 76 Sqn would concentrate on the Lead In Fighter (LIF) training
role when the Mk.127 LIF Hawks were delivered in 2000/2001.

Photos of both original 76 Sqn machines taken on 30 June
1995 by Ryan Hamilton
The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the
pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when the meeting is held on the 3rd
Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions,
workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages
and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Two Photos of A23-022 in it's later Dark Gray scheme carrying Smoke marker rockets. Photos RAAF

COLOURS
As stated on the previous page, disregarding the early 'Fanta Can' colours on
A23-020, the two standard schemes used on 76 Sqn PC-9s were Light Gray
on 1 or 2 machines and a Dark Gray Scheme which was later standardised
on all FAC PC-9s. A23-022 and A23-032 both wore the Dark Gray scheme
with 76 Sqn and all airframes used it after they were later transferred to 77
Sqn. It should be noted that these colours due to their nature can look very
different in various photos of the same machine, taken in different lighting
conditions.
Courtesy of Ryan Hamilton is a more comprehensive callout of the Airframe
Colours to be kept in mind when viewing the photos:
Cockpit - Pale Green with Black dials
Ejection Seat - Black with Dark Green cushions
Undercarriage - Natural Metal
Undercarriage Bays - White
Propeller Forward side - Dull Natural Metal with White/Red/White tips
Rearward side - Black (NO tip colour)
Serials - Black

A23-022 in Dark Gray and A23-020 in Light Gray. Probably
photographed at the same time as the previous 2. Photo RAAF

Light Gray Scheme - Overall - Medium Grey - FS36237
Markings and Roundels - Light Ghost Grey - FS36375
Dark Gray Scheme - Overall - Gunship Grey - FS36118
Markings and Roundels - Medium Grey - FS36237
The layout of the 76 Sqn tail markings on the PC-9s is illustrated by the attached photo by Ryan Hamilton. The eyes of the Panther are Yellow and it
has a Red nose and mouth area. Ryan says that when A23-020 was in the
'Fanta Can' scheme, the markings were in Black only on the White background with no Red or Yellow etc areas.
This was due to the hurried nature of
their application just before the Passing-Out ceremony for the Winjeels. As
stated it is believed that A23-020 was
repainted not long after that in the
Dark Gray scheme with standard 76
Sqn tail markings.

4
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Closeup of the tail of A23-020 showing the 76 Sqn Markings.
Photo Ryan Hamilton
PC-9/A, 76 Sqn RAAF, A23-020, Williamtown, 1995.
Overall Light Gray FS#36237 scheme with standard 76 Sqn tail markings in Red, Black and White
with details on the Panther as per the photo on P1. For other colour details see article text.

PC-9/A, 76 Sqn RAAF, A23-022, Williamtown, 1995/6.
Overall Dark Gray FS#36118 scheme with standard 76 Sqn tail markings in Red, Black and White with details on
the Panther as per the photo on P1. For other colour details see article text

PC-9/A, 76 Sqn RAAF, A23-022, Williamtown, 1995.
Orange (BS381C #557 Light Orange - app FS#12300)/ White (FS#17875) 'Fanta Can' scheme with 76 Sqn tail
markings in Black outline only. For other colour details see article text.

PC-9/A, 76 Sqn RAAF, A23-032, Williamtown, 1995/6.
Overall Dark Gray FS#36118 scheme with no 76 Sqn tail markings at the time the photo was taken (they were later
added as per the heading photo on P1). For other colour details see article text.

Two Photos of A23-022 in it’s dark grey scheme. Pictures: Ryan Hamilton.
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Both photos show A23-022. The one on the left is before the
76 Sqn tail markings were added. RAAF / Ryan Hamilton

REFERENCES
Australian Aviation Aug 1995
Australian Aviation Oct 1995
Wings (RAAF Assoc) Spring 2001 cover
RAAF News Oct 1995
For a review of the Aeroclub kit see the following Internet site: 'http://www.
fortunecity.com/meltingpot/portland/971'. Ryan has had a look at this and
says it is an accurate appraisal of the kit's strong points and shortcomings.
For the PC-9 Production list see 'http://www.csd.uwo.ca/~pettypi/elevon'
For PC-9/A technical info see 'http://members.iinet.net.au/~2fts/aircraft.html'
For a list of RAAF PC-9/A serials & disposition see 'http://www.adf-serials.
com/3a23.shtml'

SOURCES

Overall Light Gray scheme with standard 76 Sqn tail markings in Red, Black and White. Photo Phil Hastie.

Original Article and most of the RAAF photos - Mick Mirkovic
Much additional information and many photos - Ryan Hamilton
Thanks to Phil Hastie for permission to reproduce several of his photos
Drawings, text and the job of tying all this together - Steve Mackenzie

FINAL WORDS
Copyright to the photos is held by the nominated sources and they cannot be
reproduced without their prior permission.
The 77 Sqn pages plus the two walkarounds are on separate pages in this issue.

Overall Dark Gray scheme with no 76 Sqn tail markings at
the time the photo was taken. Photo Phil Hastie.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-A, A58-522, Morotai, 1945
Standard Dark Green / Ocean Grey scheme with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. Spinner and Codes are White
with Medium Sea Grey serials. Flown by F/ Lt Len Reid. Name 'Hal Far' in White on both sides.

Yes another erratum. This time it was caused by a simple technical glitch. Although I drew it
correctly, somewhere along the way the patch of Medium Sea Grey on the lower engine cowl
got moved to a layer in front of the Dark Green & Ocean Grey which should have been over
the top of it to give the impression that the Green and Gray went low down on the cowling.
Thus I have run the the correct drawing shown above.

6
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The following photos were taken by Ryan Hamilton of FAC PC-9 A23-020
at the Passing-Out Flight-By for the Winjeel at Williamtown in June 1995.
Captions read down column 1 then column 2.
(A) Closeup of the fuselage centre section area. Note the 'Warning' message
beneath the ejection seat warning triangle (message appears on this aircraft
but not usually on the Dark Grey scheme). Also note the wing root walk area
and the correct colouring of the blade aerial under the fuselage. (Note the
post-it note on the wing walkway which said, "wet paint do not touch")
(B) Nose area. Once again the 'Warning' message and the relatively large size
of the Rescue arrow should be noted (these arrows are much smaller on Dark
Grey machines). In the background can be seen the Winjeel's that previously
performed the FAC function, going through pre-flight before their last flight
in RAAF Service.
(C) Tail area. Points to be noted are the details of the tail markings (these are
quite different to those on the current 76 Sqn LIF Hawks) and the lighter colour strip on the fin leading edge plus the tail flash (both were not carried on
the 76 Sqn Dark Grey scheme). The serials on 76 Sqn PC-9s were in the
original square style as carried on PC-9 trainers.
(D) Overall photo of A23-020. Note how light the colour really is. The Red
cover on the nose marked by the 'remove before flight' tag is only fitted while
on the ground. Also the Red/ White prop warning stripes are standard for
PC-9s. This warning stripes only appear on the outer facing side of the prop,
the inward facing is just black. Also note that like most turbo props, the
props are feathered when the engine has stopped.
(E) Closeup of the nose showing open engine bay. Inside of the bay is
painted a beige/cream. Also note the prominent seam on the exhausts was

not sanded down by the maintenance staff before installation. Tut Tut !!
(F) Closeup of the two wing pylons carrying fuel tanks and the rail which
carries two marker rockets under each wing. The extra fuel tanks are rarely
carried except when the aircraft are deployed away from Williamtown for
occasions such as the 'Kangaroo' exercises and machines are therefore often
seen with only one pylon carrying the marker rockets.
(G) Another view of the wing pylons etc from a different angle.
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The following photos were taken by Phil Hastie (of ACTSMS) of FAC PC9/As A23-020 and A23-032 at Rockhampton while they were deployed for
an exercise in 1995/6. A23-020 was still painted in the Light Grey scheme
with A23-032 in the Dark Grey scheme. The last 2 shots of A23-020 were
taken at the same Winjeel Passing Out parade that Ryan's photos were taken.
See the main 76 Sqn article text for the actual shades used in the colour
schemes and markings. Captions read down column 1 then column 2.

(G) A23-020 at Williamtown at the Winjeel Passing Out parade. Taken
probably later in the day than Ryan's photos were taken as they have now
covered the cockpit. For those too lazy to add detail to the Aeroclub cockpit,
this is your way out !!
(H) Close up of A23-020 at Williamtown. My God real aircraft have
RIVETS !!! And not an engraved panel line to be seen. Lovers of over engineered Tamigawa kits take note.

(A) Photo of both machines together showing how much difference there is
between the two colour schemes. A23-032 was probably not long in 76 Sqn Photos by Phil Hastie
service at this stage as the tail markings are yet to be added.
Text by Steve Mackenzie
(B) OK here we have the Starboard view of A23-032. Not much to say except to re-iterate that tail flashes were not carried with this Dark Grey
scheme for some reason.
(C) Close up Port view of A23-032. The fuselage markings can be clearly
seen in this shot. Also note the details of the underwing pylons and restraining straps for the underwing tanks. This machine was not carrying the outer
pylons for the Smoke Marker Rockets at the time these photos were taken.
(D) Close up Starboard view of A23-032. Comments basically the same as
the previous photo. I will say however that I hope that system of restraining
straps for the underwing tanks is more secure than it looks.
(E) Port view of A23-020 taken at Rockhampton. This airframe was in the
Light Grey scheme with the associated full range of warning stenciling, tail
flashes and full 76 Sqn markings on the tail.
(F) Another view of A23-020 taken at Rockhampton. The crew name can be
seen in this shot.

8
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Great shot of A23-022 from 77 Sqn. Note the 'eye' above the Sharkmouth. Photo RAAF
As stated in the article on 76 Sqn, the FAC Training Flight was transferred
to the control of 77 Sqn RAAF in 1997. At the time of transfer it consisted of
3 aircraft (possibly 4), the serial numbers being A23-020, 022 and 032 (with
the possibility that A23-021 was taken on charge shortly before the transfer).

Commonly photographed was the second scheme which is basically the same
as the first except that the Red/White/Blue tail flashes were no longer carried
but were replaced by the triangular 77 Sqn flash on the lower tail fin (this is
similar to that carried on the Sqn's F/A-18s except that it is in Light Ghost
Grey - FS#36375 only instead of Dark Green & White). Most of the photos
A23-021 was probably received about the time of the transfer as 77 Sqn has on these 2 pages illustrate this 2nd scheme.Green and Ocean Grey upper surdefinitely operated 4 airframes including A23-021 which has been identified faces with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. However the story is a bit more
as being operated in the earliest known 77 Sqn colour scheme. All examples convoluted than that.
that we have photos of in 77 Sqn colours are painted in the Dark Grey
scheme (FS #36118 overall - for remaining colours see the 76 Sqn article) Going by photos scheme 2 was carried to at least the end of 2000. The third
but there have been changes in the Sqn markings, 3 different periods being scheme is the same as the 2nd in most respects, but the Sharkmouth is outidentified to date.
lained in a Dark Grey colour, darker than the FS#36118 as it shows up
against the overall airframe colour. In many photos it can be very difficult to
Originally 77 Sqn operated the following 4 aircraft - serials A23-020, 021, tell the difference between schemes 2 & 3 unless you have a relative close-up
022 and 032 for several years. In probably late 2000 A23-021 was replaced of the nose markings.
by A23-031 due to a policy of rotating the PC-9/As between the different
users to even up the airframe hours. The ADF serial number listing for PC-9s
( see 'http://www.adf-serials.com/3a23.shtml') notes A23-021 as being back
at 2FTS in Mar 2001.

The first known 77 Sqn scheme comprised 'Grumpy' the Sqn Korean Idol
symbol (from the Sqn badge) on the tail in Light Ghost Grey - FS#36375
along with standard RAAF Red/White/Blue tail flashes. This was all topped
off with a Sharkmouth on the nose (in FS#36375 only). However there are
some variations in this scheme as A23-022 at one stage carried an 'Eye'
above the nose (as per the heading photo) and A23-021 was photographed
for the 1999 RAAF Calender at the same time with no Sharkmouth at all.

Photo of A23-022 carrying 2nd generation 77 Sqn markings
(see text). Photo Paul Smith
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There is a possible fourth variation in the markings also. On schemes 2 &
3, the front of the Sharkmouth stopped at the air scoop under the nose and
does not extend forward of that to carry under the actual nose itself. The
only photo that gives a good look at the markings of A23-031 (photo
#138965 at www.Airlimers.net) shows the mouth continuing forward and
sweeping under the nose to join up on the other side (photo is not reproduced here for copyright reasons). This is hinted at by the in-flight shot of
A23-031 c/o Phil Hastie on the next page.
Whether only A23-031 carried this style of markings due to it's late arrival
at the unit or all 4 aircraft have currently changed to this style is not known
at this stage. Final points to note are that 77 Sqn PC-9s regularly carried
crew names under the cockpit, they are visible in several photos in these
pages and serials are usually in a more rounded style compared to other PC9s.

2nd photo of A23-022 as per previous page. Photo Paul

REFERENCES
RAAF Museum Calender 1999 - A23-021 & 022 in flight
Australian Aviation Jul 2001 P.33- lineup 3 a/c
Air Force Today 17/8/2000- A23-032 in flight
Australian Aviation Annual 2001 P.50 - A23-020

SOURCES
Original Article and several RAAF photos - Mick Mirkovic
Additional information and photos - Ryan Hamilton
Thanks to Phil Hastie for supplying a batch of RAAF photos
Paul Smith's RAAF Williamtown website at "cust.idl.net.au/0999000010/
paul/raaf.htm" from which I used several photos per permission on the site.
Drawings, text and the job of tying all this together - Steve Mackenzie

FINAL WORDS
Copyright to the photos is held by the nominated sources and they cannot
be reproduced without their prior permission.

A23-022 once again but this time in 3rd generation 77 Sqn
markings (note outline to Sharkmouth). Photo Paul Smith

Porsche, BMW: Driving
us round the Benz

A23-022 again (God this one hogs the photo limelight) 1st
scheme. Photo RAAF

Probably A23-022 again. Photo Paul Smith

PC-9/A, 77 Sqn RAAF, A23-022, Williamtown, 1997/8.
Overall Dark Gray FS#36118 scheme with 77 Sqn scheme1 markings (note 'Eye' on top of
nose). For details see article text.

10
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Left: 'Grumpy' in all his glory. Right: shows A23-032. Note how 'Grumpy' is in Light Ghost Grey only and the crew names.
Illustrations: Official

PC-9/A, 77 Sqn RAAF, A23-021, Williamtown, 1997/8.
Overall Dark Gray FS#36118 scheme with 77 Sqn scheme1 markings (but missing Sharkmouth). For details
see article text.

PC-9/A, 77 Sqn RAAF, A23-020, Williamtown, 1999/ 2000.
Overall Dark Gray FS#36118 scheme with 77 Sqn scheme2 markings. For details see article text

PC-9/A, 77 Sqn RAAF, A23-032, Williamtown, 2000.
Overall Dark Gray FS#36118 scheme with 77 Sqn scheme3 markings. For details see article text
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PC-9/A, 77 Sqn RAAF, A23-031, Williamtown, 2001.
Overall Dark Gray FS#36118 scheme with 77 Sqn scheme4 markings (note how the Sharkmouth sweeps under
the nose on this one). For details see article text.

Five RAAF photos courtesy of Phil Hastie of the 77 sqn RAAF aircraft. The
3rd shot (of A23-031) hints at how the Sharkmouth wraps around underneath the nose on this airframe. On the 5th shot (of A23-032) one can see the
large fairings that enclose the main undercarraige when retracted and the position of the wing roundels.

12
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S/Ldr Nash's natural metal CV-P KH716 again pictured at dispersal. 1000 lb bomb carried under each wing.
As stated in the last issue, the first Mustangs Mk.III Razorback versions arrived to re-equip the Sqn on the 13th of November. The first P-5IK (Mustang
IVa) version to be received was KH677 CV-P which arrived on 26th Nov.
This machine was the mount of S/Ldr Murray Nash but is not his well
known later Natural Metal mount KH716 (per the heading photo) but was
apparently camouflaged as per a restored P-51 which flies in these markings
on todays Warbird circuit. For those interested this aircraft was re-coded
CV-<> when Nash received KH716 on 15th Dec 1944.

When modelling these aircraft I will have to recommend either the Italaeri or
Hasegawa kits in 1/72 scale. Neither is perfect with the Hasegawa kit having
it's ridiculously shallow wheel wells that could never enclose the wheels in
real life and Italaeri having other problems. Don't forget that you will have to
make modifications to the base model to give it the appropiate prop of the 'K'
version and you will also need unshrouded exhausts as all the machines that
I can find photos of do not have the exhaust shrouds fitted.

All the P-5IKs used by 3 Sqn were decorated with the White Southern Cross
on a Medium Blue rudder, with Red Spinners (some with a partial Natural
metal portion). Some were camouflaged as per the Mustang Mk.III aircraft,
but others especially late in the war were operated in Natural Metal. Camouflaged aircraft carried codes in white. Natural Metal aircraft carried them in
either Black or Medium Blue as per the rudders. Roundels carried were Type
C below the wings, Cl on the fuselage and from photographic evidence available Type C1 on the upperwing surfaces from Jan 1945 (they should have
been Type B prior to that).
As stated last issue all the camouflaged Mustang aircraft operated by 3 Sqn
were officially camouflaged in the standard European Day Fighter scheme of
Dark Green and Ocean Grey uppersurfaces with Medium Sea Grey lowersurfaces. However these aircraft were painted at the factory in the the U.S
equivalents of the RAF scheme. This utilised ANA 613 Olive Drab and ANA
603 Sea Gray uppersurfaces with ANA 602 Light Gray lowersurfaces. This
scheme is relatively low contrast for the uppersurface colours as ANA 603 is
much darker than RAF Ocean Grey, thus the photos of a/c with such an appearance .

F/Lt 'Sandy' Lane's CV-A KH676 during 1945

Other machines would have been received in natural metal overall after the
decision by the USAAF authorities to dispense with camouflage altogether.
In the case of 3 Sqn most of these P-51Ks were left in Natural Metal but
there is photographic evidence that the RAF painted some of them locally in
the standard Day Fighter scheme of Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea
Grey. These are fairly easy to spot in good quality photos as the uppersurfaces have much more contrast between the two colours. One machine drawn
(CV-A KH676) is obviously a repaint job as the colours are clearly Dark
Green & Ocean Grey on the upper surfaces and the pattern used is nothing
like that of the official one.

CV-G KH794 - The C1 type upperwing roundels can be seen
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CV-X KH819 is the 3rd machine in this May 1945 practice formation for the victory flypast

Purssey's CV-L KH806 after being pulled from the water after it's excursion on 3/4/45

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-A, KH676, Pilot: F/Lt A.F 'Sandy' Lane, Fano, 1945.
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey uppersurfaces, Medium Sea Grey lower. Red Spinner, White codes & Black serials.
Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. This is the Natural Metal machine that was locally recamouflaged. Note the completely non standard pattern that is nothing like the official one. Your guess as to
what the wing pattern looked like.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-G, KH794, Fano, 1945.
ANA 613 Olive Drab and ANA 603 Sea Gray uppersurfaces with ANA 602 Light Gray lowersurfaces (US
equivs to the RAF colours). Red Spinner, White codes, & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. Serial has been recorded elsewhere as KH791 but that is incorrect, KH791 did not serve with 3 Sqn.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-L, KH806, Pilot: F/O I.S Purrsey, 3rd Apr 1945.
Overall Natural Metal. Medium Blue codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross.
The rudder of this aircraft was holed by Flak on 31/3/45 while being flown by Purssey as in a well known RAAF photo. That
was not the end of Ian Purrsey's adventures however as his engine cut in KH806 on 3rd Apr while taking off and he brought it
down in shallow water off the beach. Although salvaged as per the photo above, that was the end of it's service with 3 Sqn.
14
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(1) S/Ldr Murray Nash (with another Officer) pictured at Fano.
(2) Left is F/Lt 'Bing' Burton.
(3) Right is the photo of Ian Nurssey by the Flak damaged tail of
KH806 on 31/3/45

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-P, KH716, Pilot: S/Ldr M.Nash, Fano 1945.
Overall Natural Metal. Medium Blue codes, Red Spinner with natural Metal rear portion & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. We should call this the Murray Nash page. This machine is well
illustrated by numerous photos, many of which are reproduced here.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-X, KH819, Fano, 1945.
Overall Natural Metal. Red Spinner with Black codes & serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross.
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Murray Nash by the fuselage and sitting in the cockpit of KH716

2 shots of KH716 sitting in it's dispersal at Fano

And finally 2 more shots of KH716. The photo on the left (although not of good quality) is interesting. S/Ldr Nash hit a tree
with his wingtip while strafing on 8/1/45 (sustaining Cat II damage). This is apparently the result.

FINAL WORDS
You may notice that the fills that I have used for the Medium Blue on the rudders and some code letters
is not the same in all cases. This is because the colour was mixed from Dark Blue and White as required and judging from photos varied at times between different aircraft a bit.

16
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Lew Ranger and an unidentified person with 'Anita'
Although the war in Italy was reaching it's conclusion by late 1944 and
there was a large number of experienced RAAF pilots in the region who
could be called upon to fill out the ranks of 3 and 450 Sqns, freshly trained
pilots were still being posted to the Sqns right up to almost the end of the
war in the Med.
One of those pilots was W/Off Lew Ranger. I'm not sure where he did his
flight training as that is not covered by the portion of his Log Book that I
have a photocopy of, but he probably did his Initial training in Australia and
Advanced training in Canada as that was the norm at the time.
Upon reaching the Med, Lew Ranger was initially posted to 73 O.T.U at
Fayid, Egypt from Oct - Dec 1944 where he flew Harvards (examples 'J'
EZ334 & 'D' EX982) and Kittyhawk Mk.Is (examples '9' AK972 & '16'
ET531). Upon completion of his course he was transported by Dakota
(FD925) to Naples in Italy at the end of Dec 1944 to undergo conversion
training to Mustangs at 5 R.F.U (which I believe is the old 239 Wing Training Flight redesignated).
At 'D Flight' 5 R.F.U he flew Kittyhawk Mk.IVs (examples 'D3' FX692 &
'D9' FX706) and later Mustangs (examples 'D16' KH496 & 'D20' KH612)
finishing his course on 10th Feb 1945. I assume he then had a short period
of leave as his first flight with 3 Sqn to which he was posted was a familiarisation flight on 21/2/1945 in Mustang III FB290 CV-J.

Lew Ranger's personal machine ( shown in the photos to the left of this
page) that he flew on operations from Feb - Apr 1945 was Mustang Mk.IVa
CV-W KH755. Similar to CV-A KH676 drawn in the other article on 3 Sqn
Mustang Mk.IVas, CV-W has been repainted in RAF service using the official colours of Dark Green & Ocean Grey upper surfaces and Medium Sea
Grey lower surfaces in a pattern very similar to CV-A.
CV-W KH755 was bellylanded by W/Off Williamson on 29/4 and did not
return to the Sqn. During the month of May 1945 Lew Ranger flew various
aircraft as available. During the practice flights and the actual Victory Flypast on 28/5, Lew flew CV-Y KH807 which is visible as the 4th aircraft in
the formation shot of the practice flight to left.

Both pictures show Lew & CV-W KH755
From June till flying was stopped and the Sqn's aircraft returned to storage
on 10th August with the decision to disband the unit with the end of the war
in the Pacific, Lew Ranger flew a replacement CV-W serialled FB295. This
was an old Mustang Mk.III Razorback that was received by the Sqn on
1/5/45. The only photo I have seen of it is the formation shot to left where it
is the 5th aircraft right at the back.
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More pictures of CV-W KH755

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-W, KH755, Pilot: W/Off L.Ranger, Fano, Mar 1945.
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey uppersurfaces, Medium Sea Grey lower. Red Spinner, White codes & Black serials. Medium Blue
rudder with White Southern Cross. This is the Natural Metal machine that was locally re-camouflaged. Note the completely
non standard pattern that is nothing like the official one. Name 'Anita' in Yellow below cockpit on portside only. Note first
'A' in name is larger than the remaining letters and different in design to the 2nd 'A'.

Mustang Mk.III, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-W, FB295, Pilot: W/Off L.Ranger, Fano, Jun 1945
ANA 613 Olive Drab and ANA 603 Sea Gray uppersurfaces with ANA 602 Light Gray lowersurfaces (US equivs to the
RAF colours). Red Spinner, White codes, & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. I have drawn
this in the US equiv colours as it appears to be low contrast in the available photo. I have no idea whether this machine ever
carried the 'Anita' name or not unfortunately.
Unfortunately many of the photos used in this article are not of very good quality due to Lew's original negatives being damaged. However their use is justified due to their rarity with 'Anita' being the only known instance of a name or
artwork being carried on 3 Sqn Mustangs. Thanks to Lew Ranger for permission to copy and use his photos.

Lew Ranger flew a replacement CV-W serialled FB295. This
was an old Mustang Mk.III Razorback that was received by
the Sqn on 1/5/45. The only photo I have seen of it is the formation shot to left where it is the 5th aircraft right at the back.
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The DH-82A was the major type used for basic training by the RAAF during
WWII. The only other machines in this category at the time was a small number of DH-60G Moths and the 200 CAC-2 Wacketts locally designed and
manufactured in Australia. Once enough DH-82As were in the inventory the
Wacketts were mainly used at Wireless Air Gunnery Schools (WAGS) not for
basic training at EFTS schools.
The RAAF's DH-82As were initially Silver Doped overall on local production
but 100 airframes that had been received from the UK still carried their RAF
style of camouflage (Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces with Trainer
Yellow lower surfaces) until repainted in service. Roundels (Red/White/Blue)
were carried in six positions with tail stripes often on the rudder rather than
the tail fin.
Instruction C11 of October 1940 called for all trainers to be repainted in
Trainer Yellow overall but some aircraft had still not been repainted by the
time of the Pacific war in Dec 1941. Acknowledging the war situation had
made the overall Yellow scheme too conspicuous, trainers were officially to
be camouflaged Foliage Green and Earth Brown on upper surfaces while retaining their Yellow lower surfaces from Feb 1942. Three foot Yellow bands
were suppose to be carried centred on each upper wing and on the fuselage
but not all machines carried these, particularly the wing ones.

DH-82A Tiger Moth, 6 EFTS, Tamworth, A17-26

Roundels (Blue/White) were carried in six positions with tail stripes on tail
fin. The last two digits of the serial was usually repeated on the metal nose
panels in either Black or White and 17" underwing serials were supposed to
be carried (in Black) but were often omitted. Tigers operated on semioperational duties normally carried camouflage suitable to their role and finally post war aircraft returned to the overall Silver Dope scheme.

DH-82A Tiger Moth, A17-111, 1941
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Left: DH-82A Tiger Moth, 6 EFTS, Tamworth, A17-246
Right: DH-82A Tiger Moth, A17-246, 1941

DH-82A Tiger Moth, 6 EFTS, Tamworth, A17-26, 1940
Overall Trainer Yellow with Red fuselage band and wheel hubs. Black Serials and Spinner. Red/ White/ Blue roundels in six positions with tail stripes in the same colours. This
was the standard scheme initially used on these aircraft.

DH-82A Tiger Moth, R5261, 1941
Dark Green and Dark Earth upper, Trainer Yellow lowersurfaces. Spinner and Serials
Black. Red/ White/ Blue roundels ('C' type) on fuselage and below wings with Red/ Blue
('B' type) on upper wings. Underwing serials carried in Black. This was one of 100 Tiger
Moths imported from the U.K and retaining it's RAF colours initially.

DH-82A Tiger Moth, A17-111, 1941
Overall Trainer Yellow with Yellow wheel hubs. Black Serials and Spinner. Blue/ White
roundels (RAAF type) carried in six positions. Number '111' on nose carried in Black.
Unusually the struts are painted Black.
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DH-82A Tiger Moth, 6 EFTS, Tamworth, A17-246, 1942
Foliage Green and Earth Brown upper, Trainer Yellow lowersurfaces with Black Serials. Trainer Yellow fuselage band and nose panels. Spinner Black with Yellow tip. Blue/ White roundels (RAAF type) carried in six
positions. Number '46' on nose and underwing serials (not shown on drawing - see photo) carried in Black.

DH-82A Tiger Moth, A17-617, 1941
Foliage Green and Earth Brown upper, Trainer Yellow lowersurfaces and fuselage band with Black Spinner
and Serials. White no.17 on nose panels. Red/ Blue/ White roundels carried in six positions.

DH-82A Tiger Moth Ambulance, A17-450, 1944
Foliage Green overall Camouflage with Light Grey serials. Black Spinner. RAAF Blue/ White roundels in six positions.

DH-82A Tiger Moth Ambulance, A17-450, 1944
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DH-82A, 12 LASU (Local Air Supply Unit), A17-489, Sep 1945
Foliage Green overall Camouflage with Light Grey codes & serials.
Black Spinner. Blue/ White roundels in six positions.

DH-82A Tiger Moth, RAAF Point Cook, A17-629, 1955
Overall Aluminium doped. Postwar Red/ White/ Blue roundels in six positions plus
tail flashes. Serials and '629' on nose in Black. Yellow fuselage and wing bands.

DH-82A Tiger Moth, RAN Nowra, A17-692, 1955
Overall Aluminium doped. Postwar Red/ White/ Blue roundels in six positions. 'Navy'
titles, Serials and 'NW' on tail in Black. Yellow fuselage and wing bands. 'Navy' title
below starboard wing.

Original Drawings by Neil Mackenzie. Drawings reworked, plus all text and layout by Steve Mackenzie.
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Courtesy of Mick Mirkovic is the attached scheme for the Tiger Moth used by 25 Sqn RAAF for various duties in Mid 1945. The photo
is courtesy of the 25 Sqn archives.

DH-82A Tiger Moth, 25 Sqn RAAF, 'Ought Clues', A17-159, Cunderdin W.A, Mid 1945.
This aircraft was the Sqn hack finished in Trainer Yellow overall with Blue/ White roundels and fin flashes.
The Swan on the tail and serials are Black. Name on the nose is Black with Red shadow shading. Spinner Black/ White. (Editors note- I used the closest font I had in my drawing package to do the name but the style is
not quite correct. Refer to the photo).
Article by Mick Mirkovic.
Drawings Steve Mackenzie from originals prepared by Mick Mirkovic.
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Kit Review – F-16CJ (Block 50) Fighting Falcon
7(&+1,&$/'$7$
Scale: 1/48th
Price: A$40 approx
Panel Lines: Recessed
Status: Old Tooling (with new sprues for Block 50)
Type: Injection Moulded Plastic
Decal Options: 2
Manufacturer: Hasegawa
Part Number: V10
Instructions
These are provided in the typical Hasegawa fold-out fashion. No supplemental loose pages are provided as this kit is the ‘base‘ CJ kit.
The newly released ‘Anniversary‘ CJ kit will most likely have an insert
for the different paint and markings provided. One problem I did find was
with the FS colours for the paint schemes.
Refer to the Colour Options section on the next page for more details.

The Kit
Hasegawa have continued to leverage their existing excellent F-16 mould
with the inclusion of several new sprues to provide us with the very latest
Block 50 F-16
The new sprues provide all the necessary parts (some in addition and some
to replace the base F-16A parts) to build a Block 50 F-16CJ. The CJ is
fitted with the HTS (HARM Targeting System) for use with the AGM-88
HARM missile. As the CJ is a 'C' variant, it also has the later large-mouth
intake. This is provided on a new sprue.
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Two of the new sprues are dedicated to the specialised CJ weapons, with 2
x AGM-88 and 2 x AIM-120 AAMRAM's being provided. Special pylon
adapters are also provided with the AGM-88's. Its interesting to look closely
at the ‘new’ and ‘old’ sprues and see how much moulding technology has improved (even for Hasegawa !).The images below are of the new Block 50 specific sprues

Sprue U/V - AGM-88, Pylons, AIM-120 and Main Wheel

Sprue T - Engine Intake and Gear Doors (with bulge)

Closeup detail of new nosewheel door interior
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Construction
Being an all plastic kit (no resin etc), no special preparation (short of the
usual wash in warm soapy water) is needed. Careful examination of the
instructions is warranted at this point as several items from the base F-16A
kit needed to modified (i.e. parts cut off) to bring them upto CJ standard.
Most obvious of these are the wingtip rails, which are moulded on to the
wings. The CJ rails are different to the earlier A models and are provided on
an extra sprue.
As I wanted to try something a little different (and I have two of these
kits !!), I decided to model the aircraft in flight. This necessitated a stand,
which I fashioned from a wooden base and aluminium rod which was
inserted into a hole I pre-drilled in the bottom of the fuselage. Obviously,
with the aircraft in flight, the gear doors and canopy needed to be closed.

Whilst on that subject, I assembled the engine and individual turkey
feathers as one assembly and painted it before mating with the rear fuselage.
NB. the Block 50 has a different exhaust to the base kit F-16A. Don't use the
wrong nozzel !
During drying time of the major airframe assemblies, I constructed the
assorted weapons and fuel tanks. Originally I was going to use the kit
centreline tank, but during my research of F-16CJ operations in the Gulf
and Kosovo, they almost always carried a jamming pod on the centreline.
Luckily the Hasegawa Weapons Set B contains the ALQ-131 Jammer pod.
Some small modifications where needed to the pylon and a set of

As a result of this decision, I spent less time on the cockpit than I normally
would, as not much detail could be appreciated thru the tinted canopy.
Speaking of the canopy, unlike several of the earlier Hasegawa F-16 kits,
this one does not come with any tinted canopies. This is kind of a blessing
in disguise as I never did think the pre-tinted canopies had the right shade
anyway.
I like to use the Tamiya Enamel Clear range and mixed up a batch of
Smoke with a drop of Yellow to get the goldish tint the F-16 canopies
seem to have. This was sprayed in several thin coats and the parts put
aside to dry for a least two weeks (prior to masking, these gloss colours
need that long !!)
The cockpit and seat were built and painted without modification.

scratchbuilt sway braces took care of that.
The only other parts that I decided to replace were the AIM-9M Sidewinders.
The kit items are not part of the updated sprues and the original moulded
items are showing their age. This time Weapons Set C came to the rescue.

Colour Options
The two options provided out of the box are:
20th Fighter Wing [FW] / Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina>
35th Fighter Wing [FW] / Pacific Air Force [PACAF], Misawa AB, Japan

Happily, this kit does provide a pilot figure, and in the usual Hasegawa attention to detail, they even now provide an alternate head wearing the newer
lightweight helmet ! Very cool.
One thing that caught me off guard was the poor fit of the main undercarriage doors in the closed position. Quite a bit of plastic card was used to
shim the gaps and careful shaping of the doors themselves was
Overall a good kit with a few niggling problems as listed above. Word is that
Bilek are going to release a series of MiG-17 kits next year which will gladden the heart of this author of the 'Mig Manifesto' series.
Construction from here on in was pretty straight forward. The nasty seams
created during the assembly of the large intake, where dealt with using gap
filling super glue and plenty of careful sanding with flexible sanding sticks
(which I must say I have only recently discovered, and now use them all the
time). You really can't avoid dealing with this, as this area is very visible on
the finished model (especially on a stand).
As seems to be they way with most of Hasegawa's modern jets, the fuselage
is moulded top/bottom. Only one join line here did not match up with a
natural panel line and had to be filled and sanded smooth. One thing worth
mentioning is the excessive length of the engine outlet tube (part K2). Based
on my references, this part is about twice as long as it needs to be. I chopped
mine in half with a razor saw.

I chose to model the 13FS, 35FW aircraft out of Japan. Eventually I intend
to model a F-16DJ (two seater) from the same squadron, also in flight to display in formation with this aircraft.
Painting is fairly straight forward, being an overall gray treatment. I used
Testors Model Master paints for the main grays. Having recently discovered
Alclad II lacquer metalic paints, I used them on the engine nozzel areas.
One thing that you need to be careful of, is the mistake made by Hasegawa
in their FS colours for the grays. Specifically, the use of FS36270 (H306) for
the upper forward fuselage, ventral vertical fins and rudder is not correct.
You should instead use FS36320 (H307).Likewise, the use of H307 for the
radome is not correct. This should in fact be FS36270 (H306).

Accuracy
In terms of airframe dimensions, I cannot comment as I have not measured
it. It looks like an F-16, with no glaring errors. In this I trust Hasegawa.
As for accuracy of placement of the various bumps, bulges and antenna's
for this Block aircraft, I do take more interest as I research and build the
model. Based on my references (including Walk Arounds and Verlinden
Lock On) the kit is very accurate.<
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Decals
The decals are pretty standard for Hasegawa. They tend to be a bit on the
thick side, but do respond well to setting solutions and if you are persistent
settle down well into the panel lines. The register on the set I had was a little out, resulting in some bleed of white from under the emergency stencilling on the nose. An image of the kit decal sheet has been provided.

Conclusion and Recommendation
This kit is pure Hasegawa class. It has no hidden problems and with a
little care easily builds into a beautiful representation of one of the most
successful aircraft in history.
This kit is suitable for all level of modellers, and the simple conversion
from the A to CJ variant is a good first time project for novices.
Lets hope Hasegawa give us the upcoming Block 60 with those Conformal
Fuel Tanks. Additional Photos of Completed Model follow.

5HYLHZE\*DU\:LFNKDP
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Osprey Aircraft of the Aces # 41 - AVG Colours and Markings
This is one of the most recent volumes in the fairly prolific Osprey Aircraft
of the Aces series. While the quality of this series has fluctuated a lot over
time (mainly depending on who the author is, and believe me the well
known ones are not necessarily the best) this is a good one.
The book is a bit different to most in the series. It does not really concentrate on the Aces and their exploits like others (although this is covered in
the text) but specifically on the AVG aircraft markings, and their developement over the period of the unit's existence.
I won't go into great detail here about the contents of the book other than to
say that it is well illustrated by 28 Side View profiles + 15 other colour
drawings along with 18 colour and 106 B/W photos. These along with a
very detailed text cover the subject extremely well. General concencus by
other parties on the net is that both this book and the other new one published by Eagle Press (Jerry Crandall) cover the subject extremely well. The
Eagle book however is twice the price in Australia and much harder to get
(being stocked by only a few import outlets) so the Osprey book is the one
to get here.
Highly recommended if interested in this type of subject.

Review by Steve Mackenzie

Winners Annual Competitions
24th November 2001
Competition

Name

Model

Large Scale Aircraft Pieter Stroethoff
F-4 Phantom
Small Scale Aircraft Gary Wickham
Pilatus PC-6 Porter
Ships
Steve Varhegyi Bismark
Science Fiction
Gary Wickham
USS Rio Grande
Figures
Mark Nolan
U.S Infantry - NBC Suit
Cars
No Entries
N/A
Trucks & Commercial Vehicles No Entries
N/A
Open Competition No Entries N/A
Dioramas Jim Travis Samurai Warriors
Large Scale AFVs
Michael Elst
SturmGeschutz III

Small Scale AFVs
Out of the Box
Arado E-555
Junoir
Best Novice Model
Ki-84 'Frank'
Motorsports
Speedway Midget

Mark Nolan T-34
Dave Connolly
No Entries N/A
Andrew Woods
Rhys Crosskill

Model of the Year
Pieter Stroethoff
F-4 Phantom
Modeller of the Year Jon Willis
N/A
Competitor of the Year John McNeilly N/A
Most Improved Modeller Dale Cleary
N/A
Encouragement Award Andrew Woods N/A
Secretary's Award
Gary Wickham
F-18 Hornet
Anthony Butters Memorial Trophy
Pieter Stroethoff
F-4 Phantom
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Display Models Dec & Jan
Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does not
have the 400+ photos comprising the Anthony Manzoli collection plus all the
models from the Dec and Jan meetings which are on the electronic (CD) version.
This
sample
is
all
I
can
fit
in
here.
Steve Mackenzie
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to reproduce them. For those with an Internet connection who are not aware, Mick photographs ALL the models at every IPMS and APMA meeting (and also the occasional AMMS meeting) with his digital camera and posts them to his website at
‘http://www.fortunecity.com/skyscraper/siliconex/1710/Link_page.html’ usually
within a couple of days after the meeting.
Mick's site includes many more photos than those presented here. There could be
anything from 1-6 photos of each model on his site. A visit is greatly recommended
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